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1 Introduction

In this note we will discuss the analysis of RHIC run 08 pC data that were collected during
February 14 - lVfarch 10, 2008. An analysis ITlethod that is sirnilar to Run 05 and Run 06
was adopted for Run 08 analysis (except few Ininor changes, which are described below).
A detailed analysis note and a NHv1 article that describe the pC analysis procedure
(for run 05 and run 06) can be found elsewhere [1]. In brief, the analysis consists of
calibrating the detectors, detennining energy corrections ("dead layers"), deterrnining
good runs and extracting the polarization frorn data. Next few sections describe these
steps rnore in detail.

2 Calibrations

Each silicon detector used to detect recoil carbon ions are seglnented into 12 strips. In
total, the pC polarimeter has 6 such detectors llloullted at 45, 90~ 135 degrees in both
left and right sides perpendicular to the beanl direction. The silicon Strip Detector
(SSD) have a thickness of about 400 /Jm, which is sufficient to stop recoil carbon ions
of energies up to about 100 I\1eV. Each silicon detector consists of n type bulk. rnaterial,
with a surplus of electron sites in the crystal lattice. The backplane has an alulllinum
contact over the complete surface. The front face has approxilnately 150 nnl deep p
type silicon strips implanted in the surface. When a charged particle passes through the
silicon detector it creates electron-hole pairs in the selniconductor wafer. These electron
hole pairs are drifted toward backplane and the surface respectively due to the electric
field. The current is rneasured by small aluminum strips on the surface of each strip.

2.1 Energy calibration

Alpha particle sources lllOunted inside the polarirneter vacuum were used for calibrating
the silicon strip detectors. During run 8: four such rneasuren1ents were taken periodically
to account for changes in the detector response. Figs 1 and 2 show calibration constants
for both Blue and Yellow detectors. The constants remained relatively stable throughout
the run for Blue detectors. However, for the Yello'w detector, approximatel:y 15% change
in constants were observed for detector 5. The exact fill/tirue at which this occurred was
determined by looking at the dead layer values (which will be discussed next). This was
possible because any shift in gains will hnnlediately lead to a shift in extracted "dead
layers" 1 if wrong calibration constants that do not reflect the proper shift in gain are
used. The same could be obtained by fixing "dead layer" values and checking recoil
carbon nlass. It was determined that the change occurred on February 16 th 2008 that
corresponds to Fill 9886. These findings coincide with observation of a jurnp in detector
5 current around the SaIne time. Therefore, it was decided to use calibration constants
extracted using the analysis of data taken on February 13 th until February 16th (Fill
9886) and constants fforn data taken on February 27 th for runs taken after-wards.
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Figure 1: Gain factor as a function of strip nUlnber for blue detectors.
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2.2 Dead layer and to
The next step of pC calibration consists of extracting to, a ToF offset, and dead layer
(DL) for each strip in each measurement (run). The p+ doping layer described above
is called the "dead layer". The energy lost in this dead layer cannot be measured and
is energy dependent and can be described by a known function of energy [1}. Since the
a calibration does not effectively probe this surface region of the detectors additional
corrections are needed to accurately reconstruct the energy of scattered carbons. These
calibration constants were extracted by doing a fit to the "banana" plot, which is the
recoil Carbon bUle-of-flight (ToF) vs energy. The DL pararneter carries the Ineaning
of "eff'ective" dead layer and is used to correct the carbon deposited energy to obtain
carbon kinetic energy. For run 5 and run 6 the fit \vas performed for kinetic energy
range 400-900 keV. However for run 8 this has to be tightened, since beanl-induced
pulses caused problenls in the polarimetry operation. Fig. 3 shows an exaruple of noise
fronl beanl-induced pulses for one run. To rernove this background from the data strearu
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Figure 3: Time of flight vs kinetic energy for a run. Large peak. seen at small kinetic
energy is due to noise from bearn-induced pulses.

tinle window had to be tightened starting fill 9978, which caused an asynnnetric shape
in the kinetic energy Vs time distribution. Fig. 4 shows an examples of time of flight
Vs kinetic energy distribution before the tinle window was tightened and after the tinle
window was tightened. Dead layer calibration assuIIles a syrnmetric shape in the tinle Vs
kinetic energy distribution. Therefor runs taken starting fill 9978 were calibrated using
a kinetic energy cut of 500-900 keV. To ensure that events due to beaIIl induced pulses
that rnay have leaked into the data strearTI are not included in the analysis, it was also
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I 9906.003: t vs. Kin.Energy Strip-sa I

Figure 4: Titne of flight Vs kinetic energy distribution before the tinle window was
tightened (left) and after the time windmv was tightened (right). Asynunetric shape of
the banana at low kinetic energy is clearly visible 011 the right plot.

decided to use a 450-900 keY energy cut instead of the same cut as in run 5 and 6 (400
900 keY) for runs taken before run 9978. Several studies were perforrned to deternline
'\vhether using different cuts for different periods have any significant systematic effect
on the relative polarization. It was concluded that using a different cut for dead layer
calibration does not cause any significant systematic effect cornpared to the runs that
were calibrated using a 450-900 keY energy cut. A lllOre detailed description of the dead
layer and the to calibration procedure can be found at [1]. Figs. 5 and 6 show the Run8
dead layer history for each detector and Fig. 7 shows the average TO history for both
blue and yellow detectors.

3 Data quality

The list of QA checks was the same as in Run5 and RU116 pC analysis. It included
control of the width and position of the carbon (C) Inass peak, as well as C Inass peak
position vs its kinetic energy (which detects problen1s with \VFD and/or DAQ and/or
in the fit of "banana"; strip by strip variations of the nUlnber of events in the "banana";
consistency in bunch-by-bunch asynlmetry measurelnents. All systenlatic uncertainties
fronl the effects above were estimated to be negligible for the final fill-by-fill polarization
Ineasuren1ents, except the energy correction effect (described by DL); which will be
described rnore in detail in the section systenlatic uncertainties. In general following
criteria were used to deternline good/bad strips/runs. However, when the deviations are
lnarginal they were considered as good.

• C mass position: Strips with 0.5 GeV deviation froIn the Carbon mass were not
included in the analysis.

• Number of events in banana: Strips outside 20% fronl the average were re
moved.
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Figure 5: Dead layer history for blue detectors.

• C nlass width: strips with a deviation above 1.92 sigmas were not included in
the analysis.

• Specific luminosity per bunch: Specific lUlninosity is defined by the ratio be
tween number of events per bunch within kinematic cuts and the intensity per
bunch n1easured by the wall current Ilionitor. The number of events are sumrned
for all active strips for a given bunch. Under perfect conditions specific lUlninosity
per bunch should be a constant for all bunches. However, runs taken with the
blue vertical target 5 (Fill nUlnbers : 9942, 9947, 9948 and 9949) showed large
deviations {rorn the average for first few bunches. An example of one such run is
given in Fig. 9. These runs were taken with a thick target in fills with high bearl1
intensity, leading to extremely high event rates (5 T\1Hz for events within banana).
The problerIl might be connected with base line shift in \VFDs. However, we didn't
find a way to correct this effect, and it was decided not to include any of those
runs in the analysis and to borrow results froDI the HJet analysis for those fills.
Unfortunately, we do not have any HJet rneasurement for fill 9947, therefore we
cannot provide any polarization rneasurenlent for this fill. For Fill 9949 few runs
were taken with a different target, therefore pC polarization results for this fill can
be provided.
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Figure 6: Dead layer history for yellow detectors.
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Figure 7: TO history for blue and yellow detectors.

On total two blue strips and five yellow strips were pennanently disabled. Four yellow
strips showed a secondary peak near the carbon peak due to electronic jitter and were
permanently disabled. One yellow strip "\vas electronically disconnected and was also
pennanently disabled. The two blue strips that were pernlanently disabled fell outside
the criteria defined for "good quality" throughout the run. In addition many strips were
disabled temporarily (in SaIne case just one run and sonletirnes for several runs in a
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row) for sorne runs and they were enabled once the strips turned back to nonnal and
fell within the criteria defined above for "good" strips. On lllaxirnUII1, 8 strips (per run)
were disabled for SOl1le funs. A list of runs that were not included in the analysis due to
problellls (such as hardware failure and rrlechanical problenls that prevented frOln Inaking
a proper target scan measurenlent) that cannot be recovered by disabling strips is given
elsewhere [2]. However, most of the runs that ,vere not included are sinlply "Junk" runs
or runs with very few or zero statistics and therefore could not be analyzed. Four blue
and eleven yellow scan runs that are good otherwise were removed fronl the analysis due
to bad scans (an exarnple of a bad scan is given in Fig. 22. Details regarding scan data
will be discussed n10re in detail later in the text)

I Run!13115.0llll: Pll] dl.!ribulion lor Ma.$ YO. Ener9Y Correlalion I

10 20 3D 40 50

I Run9885.00ll:lnvarlanl m8llS position deviation Yll. strip

Il.~.~..~·.~.·..:..:.:.:._".~.,~~.···~.l
" IS' (9 II fl!t. • --.-. .0"

-0.2

·0.4

-0·60 10 20 3D 40 SO 60 70
Strip Number

Figure 8: An exanlple of quality checks for a typical run that was used in the analysis.

4 Polarization profile

For run 08, pC polarimeter data were taken with the scan mode and fixed target mode.
In the scan Illode, rneasurenlents were perfornled with vertical targets and horizontal
targets, stepping, in x (transverse horizontal coordinate) or y (vertical coordinate) across
the beanl, with equal lneasurement tin1e at each step. In latter part of Run8 we used
continuous scan rnode in the measurernents j instead of step wise. It allowed to rneasure
horizontal/vertical polarization profile in each run separately (with lirnited statistical
precision). All the Yellow data were taken with the Vertical targets, which provided
horizontal polarization profile measurenlents. Blue data were taken with both Horizontal
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Figure 9: An exanlple of Carbon yield! wall current Illonitor as a function of bunch
nUlnber for a run that was not included in the analysis.

and Vertical targets. Typically, fixed target nleasurements were nlade at the beginning
and at the end of each fill with the target positioned at the peak intensity in x or y, and
scan nleasurements were Inade approxinlately once per every two hours at flattop energy.
In the scan lnode data taken at each target position is analyzed exactly the same way the
data are analyzed for the fixed target IllOde. In general, relative polarization (Po) and
the phase factor phi (<Po) are deternlined by doing a fit that is of the forIll Po(sin(1;+ 1)0))
to measured asyunnetries (Fig 10). For run 8 a similar procedure as run 6 was followed
in the analysis of scan data except how the phase factor cPo is determined for each scan
target position. In the analysis of run 6 data CPo was not kept fixed for all target positions.
For run 8 analysis cPo at each target position was kept fixed at the <Po obtained by doing
a fit to all scan data of that run. Fig 11 compares the effect on the relative polarization
extracted using the two methods. As expected this new procedure didn't change the
extracted polarization Iuuch for target positions \\rith plenty of statistics. Hmvever for
positions with fewer statistics, a few percent change in the extracted polarization was
observed, and in general showed a trend towards a slightly lower polarization, leading
to a sharper polarization profile. This effect was confirrned in a simple TvlC: keeping
(;.tJo parameter free for all scan positions (Run6 approach) leads to a bias in polarization
fileasurelnents (to higher values) when statistics are low. Fig. 12 shows the average ~?o

for each fill for all Run 8 scan measurements.
Sinlilar to run 5 and run 6, the strategy is to obtain the normalization for pC Illea

surelnents using absolute polarization lneasurenlents with HJet in the fills for which HJet
rneasurement is available, and after that use the properly normalized pC measurernents
to define the polarization in each physics fill.

To obtain average polarization over the beaIll intensity distribution in the transverse
plane, the knowledge on the polarization profile (polarization vs x and y in transverse
plane) is necessary. The correction due to polarization profile depends on the ratio of

9
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Figure 10: An exarnple of a fit to asynlmetries. Polarization and the" phase factor" , cPo,
are extracted by doing a fit of the fonn Po (sin(1> + 1>0))'

width of the beanl intensity profile and bealTI polarization profile. It can be obtained
from the direct rneasurements of the widths of the profiles, which requires good target
positioning during the searl. Another way, which excludes the necessity of the precise
target positioning, is a fit of polarization vs event rate (which is proportional to beam
intensity) in a scan, by a function P:

ax
= (ITf~ax )R; here it is assumed that both intensity

and polarization profiles have Gaussian shapes with widths u/ and Up, correspondingly,
and at least one point in the scan corresponds to beam rnaxirnum intensity; P max and I max

are polarization and event rate at beam rnaxinnlm intensity; R is (~)2. Since many of
the pC measurernents showed non-Gaussian intensity profiles, which may be due to target
positioning problerns, this latter approach was used to extract Pmax and R paraIneters
for each fill (Fig 13), which were used to calculate the average bearn polarization (when
doing normalization to HJet measurenlents) and for colliding beanls:< P >= JiTTWT

(l+R)

and < P >= vtnaq
: ,correspondingly, for one dimensional case. Figs.14 - 18 show R

(1+Rj2)

and Pmax for all blue and yellow scan data for run 8 as a function of the fill nurnber.
As a consistency check average polarization calculated using Pm-ax and R were conl

pared to the average polarization extracted by sirnply combining the data taken at each
scan position. The average polarization for each fill in the latter case was determined by
taking the weighted average of all average polarizations obtained for each run. This will
ensure that the &'3snmptions that were nlade in extracting the fit pararneters are correct.
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Figure 11: Gornparison of polarization extracted by keeping ¢o fixed and letting it vary.
Iv10re details can be found in the text.

Fig. 19 compares the average polarization calculated using the two lllethods and the
difference in the polarization for the two methods. The difference is approxiIllately 1.4
± 0.3 %and -0.7 ± 0.6 %for blue and yellow beams respectively. Slight difference in blue
is explained by flatter (non-Gaussian) intensity profiles seen in each scan nleasurenlents,
which nleans that effectively during the measurelllents target didn't n10ve unifonnly, but
on the average stayed longer near bealll center, which led to higher average polarization
over a run (so led to a bias in polarization measurelnents).

5 Polarization decay

\Vhen cOlnbining runs we assulne that the polarization decay within a fill is negligible. To
lnake sure that this assunlption is true polarization decay for each fill was studied. First,
no polarization decay was assumed and a linear fit to polarization was performed to ob
tain the average polarization. In the case of any polarization decay, an exponential decay
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Figure 19: Average polarization calculated using fit parmneters Pmax and R; < P >=
Jem,ax ,and combining all scan measurements and the difference between the two nleth

(l+R)

ods for blue and yellow bealns.

of the polarization wa." assumed. A fit of the fonn P = poexpex*time, where a = l/Tdecay

wa" performed to obtain the decay time Tdecay for each fill. The average polarization
Po re-np"'te~QL .. tdt

for fills that asSUille an exponential decay is given by: < P >= e CiL*tdt ' where
(X L and (XP are the inverse of the polarization and IUlninosity decay (a decay constant
of 15 hours for IUITlinosity decay was assurned to obtain the average polarization). Fig.
20 shows an exanlple of a fill that shows large polarization decay and very little polar
ization decay. Fig. 21 shows the polarization decay for each filL On average Yellow
beaIn showed a luuch faster polarization decay than the blue beanl. In addition, the
average polarization obtained assuming no polarization decay and an exponential decay
were compared. As it is evident froIll Fig. 21 the difference between the two are con
sistent with zero. It was concluded that any correction due to polarization decay is not
necessary when averaging results over a given filL

6 Normalization to H-Jet

To relate HJet rneasurements to pC llleasurelnents, only R paralneter in one direction
(vertical or horizontal) is necessary, because the carbon target autornatically averages
polarization in the other direction. To determine the average pC polarization for each
period, the pC polarization for each fill was weighted by nurnber of HJet counts. Runs
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shown are an exponential fit to data and the average polarization calculated assunling
an exponential decay as described in the text.
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with unfinished scans that did not reach the nlaximulll intensity (Imax ) as \vell as runs
with unreliable 11leasurenlents were excluded from calculation of pC to HJet normal
ization. A list of runs that were included in the analysis will be given elsewhere [2]"
FDur blue scan runs and eleven yellow scan runs that are "good" other\~lise were not
included in the analysis since the scan was unfinished and didn't reach the 1113xinlUlll of
the Gaussian profile, as shown in Fig. 22. Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 23 SUilllnarize the
nornlalization constants for blue and yellow beanls. Runs that did not have perfect scans
and runs did have perfect scans were analyzed separately to detenlline the nornlalization
constant. An exarnples of a scan that has perfect profile, scans that did not have perfect
profiles but still were included in the analysis, and a run that was not included in the
analysis due to incornplete profile are shown in fig. 22. The two normalization constants
so obtained did not show any deviation within statistical errors. This confinned that
our technique to obtain average over transverse cross section beam polarization (via fit
paranleters Prnax and R) is stable.
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Figure 22: Examples of Lun1inosity profiles that has the expected Gaussian shape (top
left) 1 unfinished scan that was not included in the analysis (top right), and a fiat profile
and an unfinished scan that were considered acceptable and therefore were included in
the analysis (bottoln).
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Table 1: Nornlalization constant pCjHJet (blue) for different periods
-

pC average-I

_. - .. - ,._.

)
I

Period HJet norrnalization Fills I

I
I constant II

I pCjHJet ~I
1 52.02± 0.64 i 47.93± 2.37 1.086± 0.055 9885,9888,9890, I

I

1-2-~~'--~-
9898,9902,9905,

9906,9909
Did not calculate 9949

! I (one fill) (9942 and 9948
I are not included)~
~--~--

3 47.02± 0.74 43.15± 1.62 1.090± 0.044 9972,9973,9974,9975,
9977,9978,9979

4 47.80± 1.38 48.70± 2.43 0.982± 0.057 9991,9992,9996
ALL 47.96± 0.53 45.17± 1.11 1.062 ± 0,029 periods 1+2+3+4

YELLOW

I I
IH
1

XOI ndf 1.0112

t5 1.4..............--------1 Proh 0.6035

~ Fit pa~m. 1.086 ± 0.03521
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Figure 23: Comparison of norn1alization constant pC jHJet for different periods as de
fined in Tables 1 and 2.

7 Polarization for experiments

After nornlalization for pC rneasurelnents is obtained, the last step is to provide po
larization values for experirnents which are averages obtained weighting with a prod-
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! ' i

! pC/HJet
r~'-l-i 41.00±O.61 39.23±1.96 1.045±O.O54 9919,9920,9935,1
! 9937.9938.9939, iI J ) , ~

9940
2 38.16±O.73 33.95±1.97 1.124±0.O69 9951,9965,9966,

3 39.55±0.69
I 9971

35.65±1.90±1.11O±0.062 19980,9981,9986,
9989,9990

ALL 39.59±2.~~~_36.30±1.12 1.09l±0.0~±2+3 JI •.___.

Table 2: Normalization constant pC/H,Jet (yellow) for different periods

~eriOd I pC av;'rage II~et . normalizat~-FiIlS -I

I i constant '

uct of two bearIl intensities in both x and y transverse dilnensions. For the sim
ple case when the transverse size ((J I) is about the sanle in yellow and blue beams:
< P >= 0. Prna;;-c . ' where Rx and Ry are (!!..L)2 in horizontal and vertical di-

(1+R,,/2) (1+Ry /2) . ap

rection respectively, and PmaX2 - is polarization at the intensity peak in two dinlensional

transverse plane, which is equal to Pmax * /(1 + R), where Pmax is polarization at the
intensity peak in one dimensional case (integrated over the perpendicular direction).
Therefor to extract polarization for experilnents, the knowledge on polarization profile
in both transverse directions is necessary. Since we only have R in either vertical or
horizontal direction for each fill, the urnneasured direction was estimated using known
values from other fills.

As it is shown on Figs. [16, 17, 25], polarization profile paran18ter R is about the
same for both vertical and horizontal directions. It was decided to use R = 0.15 for all
unmeasured profiles in blue. Possible fill-by-fill variation in R frOlll Fig. 25 of ±O.ll (to
accoillmodate ±R.A1S in both vertical and horizontal profiles) was used to assign the
fill-by-fill uncertainty to polarization measurenlents, due to unrneasured profile. Here
we should 111ention that the large contributor to RJ\;IS of R distributions is statistical
fluctuations. Therefore attributing the RJ\rfS value to fill by fill variations, will be an
overestirnation of these variations. The ±O.02 uncertainty in the average unmeasured
polarization profile (since average R was obtained based on approximately half of the
fills and applied to the other half, where it was not Ineasured) is a source of global
uncertainty in polarization 111easurements to be discussed below.

Unfortunately, for the yellow beanl only horizontal scans are available. As it is seen
in Fig. 26 the Rhor ± R~1Iv1S rv 0.30 ± 0.10. Since we do not have data to detennine
how sharp the vertical polarization profile for yellow is, we assu111ed R vert could possibly
vary from 0 to Rhar + Ri\JS, which is 0 to 0.40. Therefore it was decided to use rniddle
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point R vert=O.20 with possible fill-by-fill variation of ±O.20 (which goes to fill-by-fill
uncertainty), and with the same uncertainty ±O.20 for the average Rvert (which goes to
gIobal polarization uncertainty).

t= 80 _.._-~
0 it Yellow...-\

11..;..,l Blue
~
N 70...-\

~
l""""'O

+
0
~ 60

50 • '+
40 - + i
30

~60
I

9880 9900 9920 9940 9960 9980 10000

Fill number

Figure 24: Polarization for experiments calculated as described in the text. Errors only
indicate statistical uncertainties.

8 Systematic uncertainties

l'v1ain systematic uncertainties in pC polarization rneasurements are due to the uncer
tainties in polarization profile and the energy correction (dead layer). Some of the un
certainties due to polarization profile are sirnilar to that of run 6 and a similar approach
for run 8 was adopted (total 1.1%):

• In non-continuous scans we rnay miss the nlaximum, which lllight lead to wrong
I max ; Uncertainty due to this is ~ 0.2%

• For several runs a flat luminosity profile, instead of a Gaussian peak was observed.
One of the possible reasons could be target vibrations, giving average over a certain
distance rather than a measurement at one fixed place across the beanl. A sin1ula
tion was perfornled to detennine uncertainties due to this [3]. And the upper limit
for this contribution to polarization measurements was detennined to be ~ 1%.
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., An uncertainty of 0.5% was assigned to take into account the assurnption that the
profiles are Gaussian.

The main uncertainty due to polarization profile arises due to variation in Rand
also due to having the profile inforrnation for either horizontal or vertical profile. As
we discussed in previous section the ±O.ll (±O.20) fill by fill possible fluctuations in
unn1easured polarization profile in blue (yellow) bearns lead to rv 39(, (!'V 5%) uncer
tainty in polarization nleasurernents for experiments) in which the pararneter Renters
as 1/[1-+ R/'2. The uncertainties for average R (over all rneasurelnents) for blue (yel
low) bealns are ±O.02 (±O.20). In addition, R for unmeasured profile lead to a global
uncertainty of rv 0.5% (rv 5%) in polarizations for experiments.
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Figure 25: Distribution of R and the errors of R for blue vertical (top plots) and blue
horizontal (bottonl) scans.

The other systernatic uncertainty as described above is due to the fill to fill varia
tion of the energy correction (dead layer). Fig. 27 shows the dead layer history for all
scan measurelnents that were included in the analysis. On average the energy correction
for the blue (yellow) detectors varied ±3J.1;g/crn2 (±4/l,g/crn?) frmn the average, that
corresponds to 1.8% (2.4%) uncertainty. This is based on an average 0.6% effect on
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Figure 26: Distribution of R and the errors of R for yellow horizontal scans.

polarization fronl Ip,gIC'n],2 change in DL. Assigning these global uncertainties assulnes
our poor knowledge on why the dead layer drifts over time, therefore a 100% uncertainty
was given for those corrections. Deviation of the dead layer correction from a linear fit
to dead layer VS fill nUlnber was used to determine the fill to fill uncertainties. Fig. 28
shows the distribution of the deviation. The R1V1S values of the distributions (1.6p,glc1n 2

and 1.1pgIcm2 ) ,vere used to assign errors, which are 10/[1 and 0.7% for blue and yellow
respectively. Table 3 and 4 sumnlarize the final systenlatic uncertainties.
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Figure 27: Dead layer (averaged over tilb;) history of all the scan llleasurernents that
were included in the analysis.

The final global uncertainties, deltaP IP, are:
Blue: 4.2%
Yellow: 7.2%
Considering that" Jet normalization, systenlatic" as well as "Energy correction" uncer
tainties are mostly correlated between blue and yellow, the final global uncertainties for
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Figure 28: Distribution of the deviation of dead layer from a fit (as shown in Fig. 27 to
dead layer history.

Table 3: fill-by-fill (non-correlated) systenlatic uncertainties

:From vert/horizontal profile
Energy correction

Blue
3%
1%

Yellow
5%

0.7%

a product of two beams, t5(PB * Py)/(PB * Py ): 9.6%
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Table 4: Global systenlatic uncertainties (correlated from fill to fill)

Jet normalization, stat
Jet normalization (profile)

Jet nonnalization, syst (nlOlecular)
Jet nornlalization, syst (other)

Pol. profile (vert. for exp)
Energy correction:

26

Blue
2.7%
1.1%
2.0%
1.3%
0.5%
1.8%

Yellow
3.2%
1.1%
2.0%
2.4%
5.0%
2.4%


